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-ABSTIL4CT
The prediction of underwater acoustics is important to show the capabilities of a theoretical
sonar system and improving sonar systems. Unfortunately under water acoustics is
complicated and awkward to model, especially the sea floor acoustics. Often many
assumptions are made in order to model the acoustics of the sea floor.

Most under water models are covered under four categories, which are Normal mode theory,
Ray theory, Parabolic equation and Fast field transform methods, but all require input of
ocean floor acoustic properties. Those properties themselves are often poorly known and
need to be estimated from geological data.

There are several models which link seafloor geological parameters to acoustic properties -
for example Hamilton[l] and Biot[2]. For the Australian region the AUSEABED database
Jenkins [3] provides data on the lithology and other geophysical properties of the seafloor,
from which acoustic parameters may be estimated Jenkins[4]. Using this resource and a
Normal mode model, transmission loss was calculated and compared with in situ
measurements of transmission loss. A detailed error analysis is also involved.
1.INTRODUCTION
Transmission Loss formerly known as propagation loss is an important parameter in
determining the performance of sonar equipment in the ocean environment. It is also one of
the hardest to predict. There are many models used to predict this parameter but often the
experimental value and the modelled data are not the same value. Sometimes they agree to
within experimental error but rarely do. The most unfortunate aspect is the predictability of
the transmission loss in a region where there are no transmission loss measurements. Also
the transmission loss changes with sound speed profile of the water column which adds
another dimension to the problem.



Consider the scenario of a sound source at depth ~ and a sound receiver at depth ZI and

distance r from the source. (See Figure 1) At the sea surface (z=O) it is usually assumed the
surface is fully reflective though some models assume some loss due to roughness. (See
Macaskill [11] ) At the sea floor (z=H) lies another boundary condition and another surface
roughness parameter. The boundary conditions at z=H are usually continuity of sound
pressure and the continuity of stress. These boundary conditions require knowledge of the
sea floor. The parameters of the seafloor required are called the geophysical acoustic
parameters which are the sea floor’s compressional wave speed and attenuation, the shear
wave speed and attenuation and density. It is these parameters that are awkward to find and
are often guessed or inverted from measured transmission loss data. (See M. Collins,
W. Kuperman and Schmidt [8]) Other methods consist of using inversion of reflection
amplitude data which are seismic techniques that use low frequency data.
Other techniques are empirical that include Hamilton and Jenkins. Hamilton predicted most
of his geophysical acoustic parameters based on mean grain size, which does not take into
account the lithology, which means that it does not take into account whether the composition
is silicate or carbonate.
Jenkins on the other hand derived his empirical formulas by data linking sediment properties
like texture, consolidation and composition from published and unpublished literature. This
data spanned a wide sediment texture range that occurs in the Australian maritime region.
Unfortunately it is based mainly on surface samples and may not indicate what is below the
surface.
..
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FIGURE 1: SCENARIO
This paper uses Jenkin’s database and relations to predict the Gee-acoustic parameters of the
sea floor required to predict transmission loss. Using these parameters in the normal mode
model SUPERSNAP [16] transmission loss was predicted. Using the modal wave numbers
and mode functions from SUPERSNAP in a smoothing process for broad band propagation
(see Harrison and Harrison [12]) transmission loss was predicted.
The Harrison smoothed transmission loss (TL), the coherent narrow band TL and the
Harrison smoothed TL for a depth 3cm less, was plotted with experimental data and its error
bars. These are shown for three different sites and three frequencies inFigures2-11.
The selection of sites was based upon:-
1) where transmission loss experiments had been made
2) the amount of samples in the database near the sites
3) and the consistency of the compressional sound speeds within 10 kilometres of the site.



The details of the propagation model and experiment are given below.
2 THE TRANSMISSION LOSS MODEL
Normal mode models have been around for a long time and these provide a range dependent
solution to the acoustic wave equation. Given the scenario in figure 1, and that the boundary
conditions and sound speed profile are range independent, the normal mode solution to the
Sound pressure P measured at the receiver due to a one Pascal signal given at the source of
frequency f, is given as

where u.(z) is the (eigen)mode function and k.is the eigen or modal wave number of the

eigenmode number. Transmission loss is given by 20*log10(P(r,z)) where P is in ppascals.
These eigen functions and numbers are effected by the sea floor boundary conditions. Not
included in this type of model is surface roughness which is usually modelled as an
attenuation. Attenuation in normal modal models is taken into account by a complex k~

which has m (attenuation) as the imaginary part of k

This formula is used in Supersnap [16], which is a normal modal model. The Jenkin’s
database is used for the Geoacoustic parameters on the seafloor. These parameters are
assumed constant with depth and frequency on the sea floor and the infinite halfspace below
the sea floor. Jenkin uses relaxation time to model attenuation (see LeBlanc [9]) and this
makes the compressional attenuation frequency dependent. At site 2 the compressional sound
speed “wasmodified as the model to give the sound speed assumed 1500 m/s in the water
which it was not for this case. All other parameters used, such as the water column sound
speed profile and surface roughness were measured at the site during the experiment.

3 EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Several transmission loss experiments have been conducted at many locations in the shallow
northern waters of Australia. The data presented here was collected by Marshall Hall Sandra
Tavener and J.Carter from the Defence Science and Technology Organisation. The design of
the experiment was a similar scenario as shown in Figure 1.

The source was a SUScharge that emits a short time scale broadband signal (spike). The
receiver was a hydrophore attached to a calibrated sonobuoy which transmitted via a radio
link, the received signal to a ship, where the recording equipment was held

This data was processed by a fast fourier transform and the received spectrum summed into
one third octave bands. This one third octave spectrum was converted to micropascals,
squared and converted to energy units. This had the energy of the noise subtracted from it
and logged to form dB units. The dB energy received had the source strength subtracted from
it to form the transmission loss measured.

The distance r was measured by noting the time of detonation of the Suscharge and recording
the time of arrival of the first major Signal. This was divided by the average sound speed of
the water column. This technique for range would roughly give an error of 50 metres but it
gives no direction of the propagation the signal would come from and this would change with
time as the buoy drifts. The usual depth z was assumed for the hydrophore as the buoy. The



source depth was assumed to be the usual depth but this was checked by the bubble pulse
emitted by the source. See Laurence,Prenc and Hill for more details [20].

An experimental error analysis of the trial results is described below.
3.1 EXPERIMENTAL ERROR ANALYSIS
The received pressure signal at the hydrophore was converted to electronic millivolts and the
measured millivolts was transmitted by radio waves to a receiver antenna. This receiver then
passed the signal electronically to a recording tape and a digitiser which stored the data on a
computer Hard disk. The frequency response of the system without the hydrophore was
measured as a straight line to within 0.2 dB for 70$10of the cases. Then the sensitivity of the
hydrophore, sonobuoy and receiver system was calibrated in water and measure as gradient
of straight lines and the deviations was 0.8 dB for 8070 of cases. This was quoted from an
email message ref [15]. I took this to mean that the error of the mean of the measurement to
be 1 dB for any frequency due to the calibration of the hydrophore to the receiver on the ship.
The rest of the system on the ship was calibrated in the non dB scale by a 1 Volt sin wave

which had an error of M1.05 Volt. This gave an approximate error of * 0.45 dB.

Another error is the error due to the digitiser which cuts the signal into finite values. This
was given in terms-of least significant blt and approximated to 0.6 dB. The error due to the
source level of a SUScharge is given in Chapman [5] to be ldB since we used his source
level results. This gives the error of the mean of the transmission loss is 3.05 dB.

The remaining error to consider for the Transmission loss, is the deviation due to the noise
present. The distribution of ambient noise varies but a paper by Neilsen and Thomas [14]
looked at several noise sources within the ocean and concluded that most noise sources were
non-Guassian and non-stationary. However it also said, especially for arctic conditions and
shrimp, that the noise could be modelled as a mixture process of a Guassian background
component and a random number of narrow-band components each with unknown phase and
amplitude. I have assumed that the Guassian background noise will dominate on a first
estimate basis. Unfortunately the data for background noise was not available at this present
time for Hall’s trial. An estimate of the background noise comes from the Cato [13]. Cato for
the site the estimate of 80 dB for 100 Hz, 65dB for 2500Hz and 60 dB for 5000Hz was used

The pressure distribution for a known signal in Guassian noise has been well known for years
and in books like Minkoff [19] proves it is the Rician Distribution with the parameters of
signal strength and noise strength as being the only influence.. Source strengths for the
SUScharge in one third octave bands come from Chapman for low frequencies and Gaspin
and Shuler [6] for high frequencies. The number of samples in the averaging over the one
third octave frequency range is based on about one Hertz per sample. These values were used
to calculate the variance of the ambient noise estimate and thus variance in the signal level
due to fluctuating guassian noise. The error in the transmission loss due to the noise was
taken at the 99!Z0probability level. This turned out to be very small due to the high signal to
noise ratio.

The shear of current can affect the depth of the hydrophore. If a shear current of 5 knots was
applied to the hydrophore and not to the surface canister, then the hydrophore with roughly a
drag coefficient of 0.4 would be raised by approximately 3 centimetres. Thus the second



Harrison smoothed curve of transmission loss to show the variation of the transmission loss
with a small deviation in receiver depth.

4.1 COMPARISON
A comparison of the Geoacoustic parameters from the Ocean Science Institute’s Data base
predictions of the Ocean floor acoustic properties placed in SUPERSNAP and used to predict
transmission loss for the sound speed given on the day with other measured parameters. This
transmission loss was plotted against measured transmission loss with error bars for several
sites at three different frequencies. Only results from two sites are shown. The frequencies
were 100 Hz, 2500 Hz and 5000 Hz. The comparison at low frequencies for all sites was
poor as expected as the low frequencies penetrate deeper into the sea floor and are affected by
sub-surface structure. The high frequencies have tendency to penetrate less and are affected
by near surface acoustic properties.

SITE 2
Figures 2-4 show the transmission loss for three frequencies at site 2 which has a
compressional sound speed of 1557 rds. This seafloor is nearly transparent to an acoustic
wave which should produce a high transmission loss. In figure 5 at 100Hz there is only one
mode so the Harrison smoothing does not work because of an approximation in the number
of modes. The cut off frequency is about 50 Hz. The coherent transmission loss should be
taken as the modelled data. This transmission loss agrees reasonably with the experimental
‘transmission but is not within its error bars. The higher the frequency, the poorer the
agreement. This is due to the transparent nature of the seafloor. The acoustic wave at higher
frequencies is finding the seafloor interface nearly transparent and is reflecting off some sub-
surface layer. This is causing a lower transmission loss than if the whole seafloor half space
was homogeneous. This prediction is badly out but with a surface sample showing it is
transparent to acoustic waves it should be expected.

SITE 4
Figures 5-7 show the transmission loss at one site for three frequencies This site had the data
base give it a value of 1767 m/s for compressional sound speed. Figure 5 shows the 100 Hz
transmission loss and the comparison shows poor agreement as expected. The database
estimate is only a surface sample and low frequencies are affected by deeper sedimentary
layers than just the surface. These results show very little fluctuations in the transmission
loss. The higher frequencies of 2500 Hz Figure 6 and Figure 7,5000 Hz ,the modelled data
compares well. In fact at the 5000 Hz the modelled data is within experimental error. This
site did have very different mean grain size but the database class the sound speed of all the
samples as having a sound speed of 1767m/s.
5 CONCLUSION
The poor results at low frequencies show that surface samples are not enough information to
give good Geoacoustic parameters for all frequencies. It is important to know what is below,
specially at low frequencies or when the sea floor surface sample indicates that it is
transparent.
The surface values do give an indication of what to expect. The reasonably reflective surface
samples gave reasonable comparisons to the experimental values at high frequencies but
often not within the error bars. Completely transparent samples gave poor comparisons.
Roughness is a key factor not taken into account in this comparison.



The noise model to give the variation in transmission loss could be done better with a better
understanding of the pressure distribution of the ambient noise.
Site 4 had varying mean grain sizes from 0.2-2 phi and using the composition of the sea floor
a single compressional sound speed was given in the database. This value gave a good
comparison in Transmission loss modelling to that of the experimental data.
Future work
1) Investigate other methods
2) Correlate 0S1 data to inversion process acoustic parameters to form a relational database.
3) Investigate means of finding substructures in the Sea floor This is work is to be with
Australian Geological Survey Organisation
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Figure 2: Transmission Loss for Site 2 at 100Hz
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Figure 3: Transmission Loss for Site 2 at 2500Hz
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Figure 4: Transmission Loss for Site 2 at 5000Hz



Site 4 = 100H2
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Figure 5: Transmission Loss for Site 4 at 100Hz
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Figure 6: Transmission Loss for Site 4 at 2500Hz
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Figure 7: Transmission Loss for Site 4 at 5000Hz


